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General 

 

Parnassiana Archives is published by Wild Greece Editions. The journal features articles 

concerning the wild life of Greece, in the areas of botany (floristics, phytogeography, taxonomy etc.) 

and zoology (faunistics, taxonomy, ecology etc.). Parnassiana Archives is published annually in open 

access electronic format. Volumes on a special topic are possible and lengthy contributions are 

welcomed. 

Manuscripts should not have been published previously, or submitted simultaneously to any other 

journal. Manuscripts must be written in English, using Microsoft Word and should be linguistically 

correct. Accepted manuscripts will be sent to English language editor to verify the spelling. Articles 

will be forwarded for peer review to independent referees from the area of research of the submitted 

manuscript. The author(s) can also suggest the names of three referees with email addresses.  

Authors will receive one reprint each and one pdf file free of charge. The editor is responsible for 

deciding which articles submitted to the journal will be published. Parnassiana Archives allows 

author(s) to deposit Publisher's version/PDF in any repository and non-commercial subject-based 

repositories, such as PubMed Central, Europe PMC or arXiv, or to publish it on author's personal 

website and departmental website, at any time after publication.  

  

Organization of the manuscript 

 

Manuscripts should be organised as follows: informative and concise title, author(s) name(s), full 

postal address (incl. e-mail), key words, abstract, introduction, material and methods, results, 

discussion, conclusions (optional), acknowledgements, literature, figure legends, figures, tables. The 

main section of the manuscript can vary, depending on the type of the manuscript, e.g. the Results and 

Discussion of the manuscript can be combined in a single section labeled Results and Discussion. Short 

Contributions or Scientific Notes can lack an abstract and most of the main headings, except for the 

acknowledgments and the literature cited sections. 

Manuscripts should be double-spaced in Times New Roman, normal font spacing, font size 12 pts, 

normal margin page layout. 

For abbreviations, the name should be given first in full, with the abbreviation in parentheses. 

Names of species and genera should be italicized.  

Examples of citation in the text: Christodoulakis (1986), Düll & Kalheber (2011), (Dimopoulos et 

al. 2013) (three or more authors). References matching the text citations should be arranged first in 

alphabetical order under author(s) name(s) and then chronologically if several papers of the same 

author are cited. Use a,b,c etc. after the year to distinguish papers published by the same author(s) in 

the same year. Journal names should be unabbreviated. For citation of unpublished master or Ph.D. 

thesis, see Trigas (2003) below. Internet pages should be cited as Fibiger & Skule (2010) below, incl. 

author names, full title, address (starting with http:// or https://) and date of access in brackets. 

 

Examples of Literature list: 

 

Article 

Chatzaki M., Lymberakis P., Markakis G. & Mylonas M. 2005. The distribution of ground spiders 

(Araneae, Gnaphosidae) along the altitudinal gradient of Crete, Greece: species richness, activity 

and altitudinal range. – Journal of Biogeography 32: 813-831. 

 

Book 

Antonopoulos Z. 2009. The bee Orchids of Greece. The genus Ophrys. - Mediterraneo Editions, Crete, 

Greece. 

 

Ph.D. thesis 

Trigas P. 2003: Contribution to the study of the endemism of the flora of the island of Evvia (W 

Aegean, Greece) [In Greek with English summary]. – Patras: Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Patras. 

 



 

Internet resources 

Fibiger M. & Skule B. 2010: Fauna Europaea: Noctuidae. In: Karsholt O. & Nieukerken E. J. van 

(eds): Fauna Europaea: Lepidoptera, Moths. Fauna Europaea version 3.1, http://www.faunaeur.org 

[accessed 24 September 2010]. 

 

Figures and Tables 

 

Photographs, maps, drawings and graphs are figures and should be numbered consecutively as Fig. 

1, Figs. 2–4, etc. and numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals in the order in which they are 

referred to in the text. Figures should be submitted as individual files. Small images can be grouped  

into Plates (Pl./Pls.). Where appropriate, provide exact scale bars. Photographs in color are accepted. 

Resolution should not be less than 240 ppc/300 ppi , preferably at 300 -600dpi. Lettering to appear on 

the figures should be of sufficient size to allow for reduction in size. Their approximate positions in the 

text may be indicated.  

Figure and table legends  should be placed at the end of manuscript. 

Tables should be submitted as individual files and should be referred to as Table/Tables and 

numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals. They should be prepared in plain text format (DOC, Word 

for Windows), using tabulator to separate columns and paragraph (“enter”) to separate lines, or as 

simple spreadsheet (XLS, in Excel for Windows). We need to have full control over tables and graphs, 

that is, to be able to click inside the tables (or graphs) to edit the font of the words written inside the 

tables (or graphs) to match  the journal style and correct the spelling. Authors should keep in mind that 

tables or graphs saved  in jpg, bmp, png, or tif format are automatically uneditable. Therefore, all tables 

and graphs/charts must be submitted as word.doc files. JPEG and TIFF formats (with LZW 

compression) are strongly preferred. 

 

Submission 

 

Manuscripts (and all correspondence) should be submitted to: Sotiris Alexiou, Editor, Parnassiana 

Archives, Wild Greece Editions, Str. Makrigianni 3A, 194 00, Koropi, Attiki, Greece. 

Or as email attachments to: wildgreeceeditions@hotmail.com   

 

Parnassiana Archives does not charge manuscript processing and/or publishing. 
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